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Snobster Does
Disney

Snobster Book Club’s Book Of the
Month

World of Color, World of Spoilers

Disneyland’s Feral Child

A Letter from the
Editor
Hear ye, Hear ye:

It is by Royal Decree that all citizens be made aware of
Snobster’s most recent trip to the Land of Disney. Her
Majesty demands that ye be jealous. All noble men and
women--fuck the rest of ye--shall attend a royal ball to
honor Disney’s newest royal princesses, the Snobsters.
Introducing, her Royal Highnesses...
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SNOBSTER Does Disney
Those people who believe “money can’t buy happiness” clearly have not been to The Happiest
Place On Earth, or should I say, the Money-est
Place On Earth…and Possibly Every Other
Planet that has Ever Existed.
That’s right, dickholes, Snobster went to Disneyland. And that place is straight up Ca$h Money.
One thing I must commend Mr. Disney and
associates on is that they managed to procure a
large enough parking facility for all 114,800,000
households in America. Meaning every American family can go to Disneyland AT THE SAME
FUCKING TIME. Even the crazy Mormon ones
with their 36-seater minivans and sister-auntcousin-wives.
And, despite having an innate hatred of music,
color, happiness, and fun, I think the Mormons
would more or less like Disneyland, given that
most of the employees, or Cast Members, as
they’re called, dress like they belong at a polygamist wedding ceremony.
Yes, it seems the Happiest Place on Earth has no
desire to be the Trendiest Place on Earth, since
its themed uniforms are nothing short of fugly.
Resembling the characters from Tim Burton’s
latest acid trip, these poor Cast Members
have no choice but to be miserably unfortunate-looking while at work—I mean, it is vest
central over there.
Maybe there is some rule that
the plebeians cannot be
more attractive than the
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princesses, who aren’t even that good-looking
to begin with, what with their My Little Pony
wigs and full-body panty-hose suits. But still, it’s
just sad. From Frontierland to Midway Mania to
Main Street to Fantasyland, the Cast Members
are cursed with some of the ugliest uniforms I’ve
ever seen. And I went to a Catholic high school.
I wore polo shirts and camel-toe Khakis for four
years. So, I’ve seen some messed up stuff.
But, nevertheless, a few ugly people shouldn’t
ruin the beauty that is Disneyland, so onward
and upward we go!
Soarin’ Over California was my first ride, and
the adrenaline-filled experience opened my eyes
to the fact that California truly is the size of
Rhode Island, as its miles of American frontier
can be compounded into a mere ten-minute
film. My only complaint is that
some dick hang-glider thought
it would be cool to just fly
right in front of us while
we were soaring, and I’m
like, “what the hell,
man? I’m fucking
BUSY right
now

with this GOD DAMN RIDE. Get out of my
WAY!”
If I had a gun, I would have shot him.
I wanted to soar over California all day, but
there was more fun to be had! Pirates of the Caribbean, for instance, wasn’t going to just scoot
along at .03 mph in a giant cave seven miles
under the earth by itself! We boarded our skiff
and made our way underground, into a world of
projectors and animatronics. It. Was. Magic.
Haunted Mansion was more of the same, except
when the Asian manservant appeared from the
pitch blackness right next to our humble group
and scared the SHIT out of us. Apparently
Asians operate elevator rooms in the same manner they drive: appearing out of nowhere just
in time to scare the shit out of you. Oh herrrro!
Sorry, prease!
Speaking of Asians, where the FUCK is Mulan
Town, Disneyland? In case you couldn’t tell by
Princess Mulanna on the cover of this issue,
Mulan is my fucking favorite. You have a ride
for Mr. Toad from Wind in the Willows, but
nothing for Mulan? Racist, much?
Anyway, the real thrills started happening when
I Single Rider-ed the Rushing River Rapids ride
or whatever the hell it’s called. It’s the rafting one
with the bear mountain thing.
Anyway, about halfway up the
big hill on the way to the
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pounding in protest to the brickpaved walks, a migraine is thumping louder and louder and louder
with every stroller I crash into, and
my legs have made the decision to
just stop working altogether.
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big drop, the gears come to
grinding halt, and our raft is
jerked into a 45-degree angle
moment of suspended fear…
that goes on…and on…and
on….The intercom voice
keeps telling us, “Rafters,
please stay calm. We’re doing
all we can to get the ride up
and running.” Until finally,
“Attention all guests, Rushing
River Rapids or Whatever
The Hell It’s Called has been
closed for repairs.”
Meanwhile….still on the
raft…halfway up the hill…I’m stuck next to a
man in a turban that doesn’t speak English or
seem at all upset about our current situation.
As my mind raced with post-9/11 conspiracies,
I considered that going to Disneyland on Memorial Day probably wasn’t the greatest idea,
terrorism avoidance-wise.

Fantasyland, which housed several rides from
movies I have never heard of. The New Orleans
Square area had a glaring lack of looters and
voodoo-related murders, so it was really just a
Square that had nothing in common with New
Orleans at all. Not even one broken levee in the
whole place. I mean, really? Are we even trying
to live up to our namesakes here?

Luckily, he wasn’t a terrorist, and we were only
stuck for about fifteen minutes before a Cast
Member in hideous high-wasted pants and a
vest released us from our prison. We scaled the
downhill climb in a group back to the ride’s exit,
receiving free admission for any ride in the park
for the remainder of the day.

Critter Country, however, did NOT disappoint.
Although I have no idea what movie Splash
Mountain is supposed to embody, it had critters
galore. Animatronic critters, of course. But boy,
were they feisty!

What I don’t understand is—what’s free? We’ve
already paid for admission to the park, and we
don’t have to pay per ride. The pass doesn’t give
us access to the front of the lines or anything, so
I’m still unclear as to what exactly is free…?
But ANYWAY, we went on the Jungle Cruise,
which inspired me to write a great song called
“Jungle Cruise.” Album’s gonna drop on iTunes
sometime in August, so I hope you alls is ready.
After the hilarity of the Jungle Cruise captain’s
side-splitting jokes, I wandered through Frontierland, and after that the day kind of becomes
a blur. There was Toon Town, with cars crashing
out of buildings and into mailboxes. There was

It was after Critter Country that
fatigue started wrapping its sly
fingers around my Disneyland
adventures, and my memory is
a bit foggy...perhaps there were
drugs in that mushroom cave.
There was some kind of bobsled ride that had a mountain
in Fantasyland, but I can’t
remember the name. It was,
like, Montserrat or Katmandu
or something weird. In Tomorrowland, Space Mountain also
had a mountain, kind of….At
this point in the day, though,
my brain is sagging from happiness saturation, my feet are

While my colleagues split between
Ghirardelli and Tower of Terror, I
collapse, defeated, on a bench that
is ¾ the size of a normal bench,
just like everything else in this
place. I come to the realization that
maybe taking “jumping pictures”
every five minutes was a poor life
decision, especially when, with
each jump, my dress flew up to my
face and my black flower panties
were scarring the young minds and eyes of Disney’s more innocent guests.
I think for a moment about how every inch of
my body is sore in a different way. The usual
response to this kind of physical deterioration
is, “I’m too old for this,” but I will never be too
old for Disneyland. Because that shit is bank.
Admiral Lightning, of course, agrees, and gives
Disneyland an unprecedented Four and a Half
Admirals!!!!
Rafiki has helped us out by showing the ranking
below.

Admiral Approves!
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Feral Child discovered at Disney

According to a recent press conference held at Disneyland Resort in
Anaheim, CA, a feral child, hereon referred to as “The Subject,” has been
discovered living at the popular California tourist attraction. The Subject
was reported by several park guests in variant complaints, all of which
were unconnected until now.
In each complaint filed, the plaintiff reported a strawberry-blonde girl behaving unusually or inappropriately, especially around food or headbands. The girl, now known to be
The Subject, always seemed to be alone, grinning, holding
a lavender umbrella, and mumbling incoherently to herself. One complaint cited that she was singing, “It’s A Small
World,” and others have also reported her as singing or quoting common audio recordings from around the park.
Behavioral Psychiatrist Meredith Barnes is working with
The Subject, who is now in Barnes’ care at Gateways Mental
Health Center in Los Angeles. Barnes is fascinated by the
young girl, who seems to know no language apart from Disneyland’s automated intercom system’s phrases. “It’s fascinating, she’s heard these things over and over again every day for
years, and she learned how to repeat them,” Barnes said, awed
by the young girl’s ability to discern names and faces of Disney characters but not colors, fruits, or anything unassociated
with the park.

According to Gateway’s most recent tests, it seems The Subject has been
living on a very bizarre diet of turkey legs, pickles, and Dole Whip for the
past seventeen years. The Subject is unable to recognize anything else as
food, and refuses to ingest something other than her Disney diet.
Barnes has been sifting through complaints filed that may be relevant to
The Subject, and has noticed several behavioral patterns she believes may
be a key to the child’s survival. “It seems the child had a very set routine,”
Barnes concluded. “She would always ride Soaring Over California first,
and then make a clockwise spiral track around the park. According to the
complaints, she never waited in line—always used the Single Rider tickets.”
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Barnes also notes The Subject’s practice of jumping onto rides while they
were in the middle of the track, usually scaring guests and workers alike.
Billy Hanes, operator of the Matterhorn ride, says that the bobsled cars
have left the station with six riders, and returned with seven. “This creepy
little girl would just be crouching on the front of the sled, not even in a
belt or a real seat,” Hanes reports. “I know I would never let a sled leave
the station with a girl on the front. She had to have jumped on during the
ride.”

Pictured above is The Subject on the day she was discovered as living at
disney. She was found sleeping in the Pirates of the Caribbean ride, cuddling
with a prop pirate skeleton.
Inset is a photo sent in by a park guest, who believes it is the same girl. The
Subject photo-bombed every one of the guest’s pictures that day.
The Subject’s speed and agility are counter-intuitive to feral cases, as feral
children are usually malnourished and weak. It seems The Subject was
able to maintain healthy muscle mass by walking twelve to fifteen hours a
day, and eating more than ninety turkey legs in a week—giving her plenty
of protein.
Barnes will continue to work with the Disney feral child at Gateway while
local police try to find the child’s parents. There are theories that the child
was conceived and delivered at Disneyland, and left there. Much like a
prom baby, but about ten million times cooler. Others believe the child
could be a profit from future times, here to give us a message. Several
questions remain about the mysterious child, and Barnes is sure more
questions will arise with each one they answer.

world of color: spoiler alert
Ever wanted to know how a movie ends BEFORE you see it? Wanted everything ruined for
you without the high emotional toll of connecting to a character? Well, Disneyland has just the
thing for you. World of Color, a hydrotechnic
magic fest of fountains, lights, music, and FIRE,
is Disneyland’s newest attempt to make people
happy.
Advertised as a brilliant and imaginative display
of water and light, World of Color uses hundreds of moving fountains and countless light
towers and projectors to create a spectacular
show of their favorite endings—all the endings
you didn’t know about.
World of Color starts
off with a really
dumb song
(called
“World of
Color”)
written
by a
dyslexic
Polish
girl who
is just now
starting to
grasp English
letters. Really though,
the song is just…like, it’s
horrible. High School Musical 7 had better songs than that. Anyway, after that shitshow,
World of Color moves into revealing things you
don’t wanna know, and you didn’t sign up for.
If you weren’t aware Pocahontas and John Smith
don’t end up together, you certainly will be.
Mufasa, Yeah, he dies. And they show it, too!
With water! AND COLOR! Everyone on “Lost”
is dead all along, Dumbledore jumps off a tower,
Darth Vader is Luke’s father, Meryl Streep is
actually the bad guy—yes, she’s the Devil that
wears Prada—and, AND, Jenny has AIDS, so
Forrest still ends up alone.

Calm down folks, calm down—we’re only five
minutes in! World of Color still has so much
more to spoil!!!

has some weird growth disorder, Julia Roberts
isn’t as steel of a magnolia after all, because she
totally dies, and the titans have an undefeated
season…but that one kid ends up in a wheelchair and can’t play in the final game.

The Fox and the Hound don’t stay friends, Bruce
Willis dies when he blows up the asteroid, Roseanna McCoy and Johnse Hatfield don’t end up
I think you get the point. But, unlike World of
together, Kate Beckinsale gets pregnant by Josh
Color, I don’t want to ruin EVERYTHING for
Hartnett but ends up with Ben Affleck because
you. Go check it out yourself, and have the endJosh Hartnett died in a post-Pearl Harbor misings spoiled firsthand!
sion, Tristan Ludlow is killed by a bear and, oh
yeah, Susannah fucking shot herself in the head,
the Titanic actually does sink after hitting that
iceberg, Gilbert’s obese Mom dies trying to get
up from the couch so they burn
the house down, the
cabin was actually
controlled by
Jordan Kolb, a man
an agency
who reportedly
whose
passed away Nosole
vember 2012, was
purjust brought in by
pose
Las Vegas Police for
was to
money laundering,
offer
illegal business
sacaffairs, and exotic
rifices
animal trafficking
to keep
across international
the ancient
borders. “These are
gods from dejust things we can
stroying the world,
prove right now--we know the bastard’s up to
AND it was Kevin Spachis ears in crime,” says Las Vegas police officer
ey’s character!
Dennis Kearney.

Dead Man Running
Illegal Jousting
Ring In Vegas

Have you had enough? Because World of Color
Reports filed by the acting officers are prat of
is far from over.
a much larger task force that has been looking
into illegal ostrich and emu jousting tournaTom Cruise sends Rain Man back to the menments occuring in Vegas’ seedy underground.
tal hospital, Carrie Bradshaw has a sex change
Kolb’s operation, the largest of exotic animal
to become Kerry Bradshaw, Simon Birch dies
jousting rings, was run out of the basement
from hypothermia after the bus plunges into
of Excalibur Resort & Casino, where Kolb has
a freezing river, William Wallace gets his head
been living and working as a dancer for the
chopped off for Scotland, Antonio Banderas
past four months.
saves everyone from the mine and LIVES (look
it up, Greg McKenna) while Anthony Hopkins
Kolb had no comment at the time of this artidies, Marley is put to sleep so fuck that noise,
cle, but it seems this man’s mysterious death at
the creepy orphan is actually 33 years old and
Olive Garden just got a little more mysterious.
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Snobster Book Club is very proud
to announce our May Pick of the
Month, Fifty Streaks of Brown, by
G.R. McKenna.
Hello there.
My name is Greg McKenna, and I used to think it was impossible
to shit your pants and still be considered a man. Boy, was I a goober!
I cannot begin to tell you how
wrong I was--today, I’m a
whole new man. I shit my
pants regularly, and
never once question
my masculinity or
dignity.
I bet you’re
wondering,
“how does he
do that?!” And
you’re probably
secretly wishing
you could do
that, too, huh?
No need to be
ashamed--we’re all
men, here! Or maybe
you recently shat your
pants and don’t feel like a
man anymore? Let me show
you how to once again stand tall,
hold your head high, and shit your pants
with pride. Buy my self-help books, “Fifty Streaks of Brown,” and
“Fifty Shades Darker,” to learn how you, like me, can live a life
free of guilt and shame. Get the respect you deserve!
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Sponsored By:

Snobster Book Club
Our books are better than your books.

